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Original Problem Reflection

Over the course of the semester, I have been writing original problems to correlate with

class topics. At first, the idea of writing original problems was a little daunting because I

had never written my own problems before. I had no idea where to begin or how to think of

problems. However, as time went on, I was able to maintain a firm grasp on the process of

problem writing.

Looking back on my first set of original problems, I realized my motivation was mainly

topics in the book. The problems were simple because I did not have a lot of background

knowledge of calculus at the beginning of the semester. A lot of the problems were skill

related, and not too difficult. However, looking at my second and third set of original

problems, I found my problems often sought to expand on knowledge, instead of just applying

it. As a result, I was able to write more difficult problems which helped me understand and

anticipate FunDay problems.

Furthermore, instead of focusing on one topic per question, I incorporated multiple topics

in my more recent problems. For example, in my skills problem on the second original prob-

lems assignment, I incorporated hyperbolic trigonometry with the definition of a derivative.

Combining topics together helps me understand them in a more efficient manner.

I became more confident and comfortable with my problem writing skills over the course

of the semester. Part of this was because I had practice throughout the semester. With lots

of practice, I was able to hone my skills as a problem writer. Using technology and thinking

of problems became easier. Another reason for my confidence was because we had many
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FunDays. On the FunDays, I was able to see which types of problems were conceptual, and

which types of problems were skill related. This allowed me to assess my own problems

easily, and write them consistently.

I believe problem writing is a valuable assignment because it allowed me to thoroughly

think through and understand concepts without having to do a vast number of book prob-

lems. Although it takes roughly the same amount of time, I was able to completely un-

derstand a topic because I had to write a detailed solution to each problem. When I do

book problems, I find the answer and move on to the next problem. However, when I write

original problems, I double-check my solution is correct and thoughtfully explained.

Furthermore, original problem assignments proved to be very valuable because I learned

how to use technology. For the first two assignments, I used Microsoft Word. I had not

known about the function option on Microsoft Word. As a result, it took a bit of time to

learn how to use Microsoft Word efficiently. Inserting all the symbols and equations was

tedious. On my third assignment, we learned how to use LATEX. It was slightly difficult to

grasp, but it was more efficient than Microsoft Word. It’s also simple to use for inputting

special mathematic equations and symbols. Using LATEXwill be useful in the future when I

want to write problems.

Writing original problems proved to be very valuable because it allowed me to connect

different concepts from the semester together. At the beginning of the semester, I was

taught different ideas without a firm understanding of why they were true. However, as time

went on, I was able to connect newly learned knowledge to the earlier topics and confirm

what I had previously learned. Original problems were also valuable because they helped
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me anticipate FunDay problems. I remember being worried about FunDays because of the

conceptual problems. However, after writing a couple conceptual problems, I found FunDays

to be easier. I was able to think clearly about concepts and thoroughly explain my solutions.

Overall, original problems proved to be very valuable to my understanding of calculus. I

was able to assess my weaknesses in calculus through the writing of original problems. The

original problems assignments also helped me become an efficient and thorough problem

writer. This assignment should be used in other math classes as well, such as the MIs,

because it helps prepare students for assessments and also helps them consider their own

weaknesses.


















